




Fragmentation of the world and fragmented individual identitiy 
in the case of Marie Luise Kaschnitz 
Koji SHIMIZU
Abstract 
Marie Luise Kaschnitz left a lot of her diaries, in which she didn't pour out her heart itself, but tried to show 
her fragamental remarks about something outside.  The characteristic of Kaschnitz's creative activities is that 
she often used the fragmental remarks in her dairies as a fodder.  According to the history of literature, since 
Rainer Maria Rilke's "The Notebooks of Malte Laurids Brigge" the story a third person omniscient narrator 
tells has been considered impossible.  And Kaschnitz herself found difficulty writinging a great epic novel 
through the war.  Therefore, individual identity, as well as the world, was really fragmented for her.  In her 
novells a first-person narrative tells about fragmentation of the world and individual identity based on the 
experience and hearsay information, which originally come from Kaschnitz's diaries.  Kaschnitz thought that 
people who live in this fragamental world are tragic, but the awareness of this tragedy is absolutely necessity 
to live a real human living. 
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